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Advanced API integrations are available 
with Splunk, ServiceNow, Jira, Datadog, 

Teams, and Slack to customize 
notifications on detected incidents from a 

single dashboard.

API Integration with

3rd-party vendors

Fully automated monitoring, 
detection, alerting, and response. No 

human factor required.

Automation

AI-driven ransomware behavior detection 
to identify and stop an in-progress 
ransomware attack on your M365 

or Google Workspace SaaS data

24/7 Ransomware Monitoring

The fastest Incident Response on the 
market for SaaS ransomware attacks

2 hours IR SLA

Key Capabilities

When it comes to ransomware attacks, it’s not if; it’s when. 73% of 
ransomware attacks are successful — and come with costly downtime 
that can take weeks or months due to API limitations of SaaS providers. 


In an evolving threat landscape, organizations need fast incident 
response SLAs and minimized RTO/downtime.

Challenge

Ransomware Detection and Response for M365 and Google 
Workspace

SpinRDR

SpinRDR helps organizations get fast incident response and slash 
SaaS ransomware downtime from months to hours with AI-driven 
Ransomware Detection & Response. 


As a result, you can reduce downtime up to 2 hours and recovery 
costs to 90%. 2 hours incident response is our official IR SLA - the 
fastest incident response for SaaS data against ransomware attacks 
on the market.
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About Spin.AI 


Spin.AI is an innovative provider of SaaS security solutions for mission-critical SaaS apps (Microsoft 365, Google Workspace, 
Salesforce, and Slack). Our all-in-one SpinOne platform helps organizations mitigate risk, save time, reduce downtime, and 
improve compliance. 


REQUEST DEMOSee SpinRDR in action. Book a free demo today.


Recommended by

100+
Countries

1,500+
Organizations

1.5M+
Business Users

— Stephan Matter, Technical Operations 
Manager, Tyk Technologies


“SpinOne has been a game 

  changer from day one. We were 

  drawn to Spin.AI’s platform 

  because it was so easy to set up 

  and manage. With SpinOne, we 

  have full transparency into 

  what’s happening in the 

  environment and can enforce 

  policies that are stronger than 

  ever before.”


This organization’s developers and designers regularly 	
share files with customers outside of their organization. 	
They realized there are over 3,000,000 files they store 

in their SaaS environment and this number keeps 
growing every month so in case of ransomware attack 

a traditional recovery process may take them up to 

a month. They saw a need to reduce downtime and 
recovery costs in case of ransomware and prepare 

the company for a new wave of zero day attacks.



With SpinOne, they have an automated line of defense 	
against ransomware — and data sharing management 	
policies to revoke sharing to unauthorized external users.

Software Development Company 
Defends Against External Threat with 
Automated Ransomware Protection 

Customer Use Cases
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